
 EEG (cont.)!  fMRI (cont.)!

GLM of blood-oxygen-level-dependent signal!
•  H, F, U: Stimulus onset → median RT"
•  Trial RT"
•  Left, Right"

•  U→H, U→F: Cue onset → median 2nd RT"
•  Left, Right"

"

General linear model (GLM) of RT!
Interactions with Hand, Foot, Unknown:"
•  Difference between ratings (absolute)"
•  Sum of ratings"
•  Trial"
•  Autocorrelation (previous RT)"
•  Inconsistent choice"
•  Left"
•  Right"

•  Neural comparison processes sample value 
signals computed for considered options and 
dynamically integrate these inputs into decision 
values toward thresholds for motor output."

•  Different neural networks represent attributes of 
options and actions at multiple levels in parallel."

•  How does the nervous system compute decision 
values at different levels of representation, such 
as in the domains of stimuli, space, effectors, 
and actions, and integrate them?"

EEG: n = 31"

GLM of event-related potential!
128 channels, 50-ms windows"
Interactions with Hand, Foot, Unknown:"
•  Trial RT"
•  Left"
•  Right"
"

•  Behavioral responses similar across effectors 
and with the effectors unknown"

•  Hand-specific comparison processes in primary 
motor cortex, primary somatosensory cortex, 
and the superior parietal lobule"

•  Effector-independent in the supplementary 
motor area, insular cortex, and visual cortex"

•  Spatial comparison processes in the precuneus 
with the effectors unknown"

fMRI: n = 27 (13 EEG)"

•  Subjects chose foods using either hand, using 
either foot, or with the effectors unknown."

•  Dynamics of comparison processes related to 
reaction time (RT) were measured using 
electroencephalography (EEG) and functional 
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)."

Effector-specific and effector-independent neural computations 
underlying value-based decision making!
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